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Disclaimer
• Hedgeye Risk Management is not a broker dealer and does not make 

investment recommendations. This presentation does not constitute an offer 
to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. 

• This research is presented without regard to individual investment preferences 
or risk parameters; it is general information and does not constitute specific 
investment advice.

• This presentation is based on information from sources believed to be reliable. 
Hedgeye Risk Management is not responsible for errors, inaccuracies or 
omissions of information.

• For more information, including Terms of Use of our information, please go to 
www.hedgeye.com 

© 2010 Hedgeye Risk Management LLC All rights reserved. 
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“The greatest threat facing America today is the disastrous fiscal policies of our own 
government, marked by shameless deficit spending and Federal Reserve currency 
devaluation. It is this one-two punch-- Congress spending more than it can tax or borrow, 
and the Fed printing money to make up the difference-- that threatens to impoverish us 
by further destroying the value of our dollars.”

"The question is would he take $10,000 and put it in a box and keep it for 20 years, or 
would he take a couple of gold coins and put them in a box for 20 years," Paul said. 
"Believe me — 99 percent of the American people, they'll take the gold. They will not bet 
on the value of the dollar. The Federal Reserve has destroyed 98 percent of the value of 
the purchasing power of the dollar since 1913.“

“From April 2008 to April 2009, the adjusted monetary base shot up from $856 billion to 
an unbelievable $1.749 trillion. Was there any new wealth created? New production? No, 
this was the Ben Bernanke printing press at work. If you and I did anything similar, we 
would be called counterfeiters and be sent away for a lifetime in prison. We would be 
scorned and hated by everyone as scam artists and racketeers.” --End the Fed, Ron Paul
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-One of the most explicit promises Speaker John Boehner, R-Oh., and the 
newly empowered Republicans made was to cut deficits immediately by 
returning to 2008 spending levels.

"Which, if we were able to do with the whole fiscal year, would reduce 
spending by 100 billion dollars," says Representative Mike Pence, R-
In.

On Tuesday, Jan. 4, aides to Mr. Ryan and Mr. Boehner blamed 
Democrats' failure to pass the regular appropriations bills for fiscal year 
2011 for forcing Republicans to reduce their goal to perhaps $50 
billion to $60 billion.

. . . CAN THEY KEEP THEIR PROMISES?
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1. Enact tough discretionary spending caps and provide $200 
billion in illustrative domestic and defense savings in 2015.

2. Pass tax reform that dramatically reduces rates, simplifies the 
code, broadens the base, and reduces the deficit.

3. Address the “Doc Fix” not through deficit spending but through 
savings from payment reforms, cost-sharing, and malpractice 
reform, and long-term measures to control health care cost 
growth.

4. Achieve mandatory savings from farm subsidies, military and 
civil service retirement.

5. Ensure Social Security solvency for the next 75 years while 
reducing poverty among seniors
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• Achieves nearly $4 trillion in deficit reduction through 2020: 
50+ specific ways to cut outdated programs and strengthen 
competitiveness by making Washington cut and invest, not borrow 
and spend.

•Reduces the deficit to 2.2% of GDP by 2015, exceeding President’s 
goal of primary balance (about 3% of GDP).

•Reduces tax rates, abolishes the AMT, and cuts backdoor spending 
in the tax code.

•Caps revenue at or below 21% of GDP and gets spending down to 
22% and eventually to 21%.

•Stabilizes debt by 2014 and reduces debt to 60% of GDP by 2024 
and 40% by 2037.

•Ensures lasting Social Security solvency, prevents projected 22% 
cuts in 2037, reduces elderly poverty, and distributes burden fairly.
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- January
- Welcome back to the 112th Congress and Ron Paul
- Jobless Stagflation (inflation and jobless claims)
- Federal, State, and Municipal budgeting debate begins
- FOMC meeting January 25th and 26th

- CBO likely to increase deficit projections dramatically in late January

- February
- President Obama’s Budget Draft Proposal (for fiscal 2010)
- Jobless Stagflation reports continue
- Federal, State, and Municipal stories continue to hit the wires

- March
- Debt ceiling vote should occur before March 4th

- FOMC meeting March 15th

- Jobless stagflation reports continue 
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•In the 2010 elections, Republicans emerged with seven more 
governor’s mansions and won control of the legislature in 26 states, 
up from 14. That swing has put unions more on the defensive than 
they have been in decades:

•Republican lawmakers in Indiana, Maine, Missouri and seven 
other states plan to introduce legislation that would bar private 
sector unions from forcing workers they represent to pay dues or 
fees, reducing the flow of funds into union treasuries. 

•John Kasich, Republican governor of Ohio, appears to be planning 
the most comprehensive assault against unions. He is proposing to 
take away the right of 14,000 state-financed child care and home 
care workers to unionize. He also wants to ban strikes by teachers, 
much the way some states bar strikes by the police and firefighters.
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NJ - Gov. Chris Christie: “Any tax cuts would have to be matched by spending 
cuts.” “We are not the federal government.” “Our Medicaid spending is growing 
out of control.” “We have to figure out a way to be more efficient and effective.”

NY - new Democratic Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo: The governor said he aims to 
curb state spending, shrink government and limit all taxes in general. “We need 
to confront the tax situation in our state – the property tax is killing New Yorkers. 
New York has no future as the tax capital of the nation. Our young people will 
not stay and businesses will not come. This has to change.”

CA - new Democratic Gov. Jerry Brown: “What I propose will be painful.” “It’s 
going to take sacrifice from every sector of California.” “People should assume 
that’s what’s left is what will be cut.” “This is the world we live in….you can’t 
manufacture money.”
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New member Stance 

Charles Evans, Chicago Dovish

Richard Fisher, Dallas Hawkish

Narayana Kocherlakota, 
Minneapolis

Hawkish

Charles Plosser, Philadelphia Hawkish

Departing member Stance 

James Bullard, St. Louis Dovish 

Thomas Hoenig, Kansas City Hawkish 

Sandra Pianalto, Cleveland Dovish 

Eric S. Rosengren, Boston Dovish 
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1. LONG US DOLLAR = LONG MONETARY AND FISCAL SOBRIETY

2. SHORT US BONDS = LONG INFLATION AND MUNICIPAL DEBT RISK

3. SHORT US CONSUMER = SHORT LOW VOLATILITY COMPLACENCY
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“Inflation is a policy – a deliberate policy of 
people who resort to inflation because they 
consider it to be a lesser evil than 
unemployment. But the fact is that, in the not 
very long run, inflation does not cure 
unemployment.”

– Ludwig von Mises
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•Total Municipal Bond Market: $2.86T ($2.3T directly issued by S&L Govt’s) w/ annual issuance ~$400B; 
•State’s share of Muni Debt: 39%
•Local Government’s share of Muni Debt: 61%

•Retail investors own either directly or indirectly ~70% of the total market – greater sensitivity to negative headlines
•Interest Payments account for ~3% of State expenditures on average and ~4.5% of Local Government expenditures on average
•Many, many issuers with a wide range of credit risk: ~3,000 counties, ~36,000 municipalities and ~37,400 special districts
•Issuing short-term notes (13-months or less) are an integral part of Local Government Operations – (~$100B of S/T maturities due
in 2011)

•Proceeds are used to offset delays in State aid and smooth cash flow timing, typically near the start of the fiscal year (June-
Aug)
•A liquidity crisis would have disastrous consequences throughout the nation

•Local Governments can raise taxes in response to fiscal stress, in addition to delaying scheduled payments or pushing payments 
into the next fiscal year

•For example, Municipalities are widely considered to be guilty of raising tax rates in the face of declining property values to 
hold those revenues flat; accordingly, the number of property tax appeals remains elevated across the nation

•In times of dire stress, States can assume control of its municipalities’ fiscal operations
•Historically, default has been rare: only six of the counties, cities and towns rated by Moody’s have defaulted from 1970-2009

•More likely to see delays and cancellations of payments to vendors, drastic service cuts and widespread staff layoffs, which will 
create an additional drag on the economy (S&L Govt’s account for ~13% of US GDP)
•Could see strikes and riots nationally as union benefits get slashed

•Declaring Bankruptcy/Restructuring is more common: ~600 Local Governments have declared bankruptcy in the last 70 years, with
about 28% of those occurring between 1988-2005

•Bankruptcy is not currently permitted in 23 States, so Municipal defaults are a likely scenario in the event of severe fiscal stress
•Default can be avoided through legal proceedings, but not without substantial pain to the distressed borrower
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This presentation was prepared by Keith McCullough, Daryl Jones, Howard 
Penney, Darius Dale, Matt Hedrick, & Kevin Kaiser

For more information and a complete listing of research please
see: www.hedgeye.com

or email: sales@hedgeye.com 
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